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Section A
Answer any 10 (1.5 marks each)

t. Describe the level sets of f (*r, rz,, rt) - 12, - rl + rs, for n : 0,L,2.
2. Sketch the level sets /-1(c) for n -- 0,1,2, where f (*r,,... trn+7)-: nn+t dnd

c: -L,,0r1r2
3' SketchthevectorfieldonR.2 : X(p) : (p,X(p))where X(*r,rz): (-2*r,l*rr.
4. Find the velocity, the acceleration, and the speed of parametrized curve

a(t) : (cos 3t, sin 3t).

5. Find the velocity, the acceleration, and the speed of parametrized curve
a(t) : (cosf, sint,2cost,2sint).

6. Show that if X is parallel along a, then X has constant length.

7 . Define parametrization of a segment of the plane curve C containing p.
8. Define the circle of curvature of a plane curve.

9. Give Frenet formula for a plane curve.

10. Let 
^9 

be an oriented n-surface in IR.'+l, letp e ^9, and let {k1 (p),...,kr(p)} be
the principal curvatures of ,S atp with corresponding orthogonal principal curvature
directions {rr, . . . , vr}. Prove that the normal curvature k(v) in the direction

v e So is given by k(v) : I kr@)(., . .r,)' : I kn@) cos2 liwhere
i:l i.:1

0e : cos-1(.r.rr).

(1.5x10=15)

Section B

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

Lt. Find the integral curvd"throu gh p : (*r,, *r) = (1, L) of the vector field
x(p) : (p,*r,,*r).

L2. Let U be an open set in lR.'+l. X be a smooth vector field on U. Suppose
a : I -+ [/ is an integral curve of X with a(O) : d(to) for some

ts e I, to # 0.Show that a is periodic.



13. Let,9bea2-surfaceinlR.3 andleta: I -+ S beageodesicin,gwitho f 0.prove
that a vector field X tangent to ,S along o is parallel along a if and only if both

llXll anA the angle between X and a are constant along a.

1.4. Compute V,/ where f (*r, rz) : 2n! + 3rl, u : (1, 0,2,L).
15. Describe the geometric meaning of Weingarten map.

16. Let I/ be a finite dimensional vector space with dot product and let L : V -+ I/ be a

self-adjoint lineartransformation on I/. tet S : {u e V : u.,t) : 1} and define

f : S -+ R by /('u) : t'(u)' u. suppose/ is staionary at os € ,S. Prove that
L(ro) : f (uo)ao

(5x4=20)
Section C

Answer any 4 (10 marks each)

!7.L. LetUbeanopensetinlR.'+l andlet f ,U -+ lR besmooth. Letp € (Jbearegular
pointof f ,and letc: f(p). Provethatthesetof allvectorstangentto"f-1(c) at
p is equalto lv/(p)lr.
OR

2. ConsiderthevectorfieldX(e1 ,,rz): (*r,*r,n2,rt) onlR2. Fort € lR.and

p € R2, bt tp1(p) = ap(t) where o, is the maximal integral curve of X through p.
Prove that t ) g, is a homomorphism from the additive group of real numbers into
the group of orie to one transformations of the plane.

18.1. Let 
^9 

be an n-surface in iR'+1, letp,q e 
^9, 

and let o be a piecewise smooth
parametrized curve from p to q. Prove that the parallel transport Po : So + Sn

along a is a vector space isomorphism which preserves dot products.
OR

2. Let ,9 be a compact connected oriented n-surface in lR.'+l exhibited as a level set

f-'(") of asmoothfunction "f : R"+t -+ IR with Vf(p) l0 Vp €,S. prove

that the Gauss map maps ,S onto the unit sphere ^9".
Lg.L. Prove that the Weingarten map Lp is self-adjoint.

OR

2. LetCbea connected oriented planecurveand let B : I -+ Cbe a unitspeed global
parametrization of C. then prove that
(i) B is either one to one or periodic.
(ii) B is periodic if and only if C is compact.

20.7. (i) Find the Gaussian curvature of S(t,0) : (cos 0,,sin0,t)
(ii) Prove that on each compact oriented n-surface ,S in R"+1 there exists a point p
such that the second fundamental form at p is definite.
OR

2. Let,S be an oriente-d n-surface in lR.'+l and let v be a unit vector in Sp, p e S.
Then prove that
(i)There exists an open set I/ a pn+1 containingp such that S n A/(v) O I/ is a

plane curve.
(ii) The curvature at p of this curve is equal to the normal curvature k(tr).

(10x4=40)


